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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an initial effort to relate the major
technological and economic variables which impact conventional under-
ground coal mining systems, in order to help identify promising areas
for advanced mining technology. The point of departure is a series of
investment analyses published by the United States Bureau of Mines,
which provide both the analytical framework and guidance on a choice
of variables.
The result is an algebraic expression for the selling price of
clean coal, as a function of labor and capital productivities, required
return on investment, average wage rate, equipment availability, initial
development cost, recovery factor, tonnage losses due to debris and
washing, and similar gross technology descriptors. A preliminary
investigation of the structure of this price model reveals a hyperbolic
dependence on labor and capital productivities and strong sensitivity to
required return on investment, productivity of capital and labor, tonnage
lost in beneficiation, wages and salaries, and operating supplies.
Numerical applications of the pricing model are based on a room
and pillar mine in 72-inch coal under 800 feet of overburden, producing
1.5 million tons/year of clean coal. Mineral rights are acquired under
an option-lease arrangement which requires a minimum annual produc-
tion payment to the lessor. Construction and initial development extend
over three years before capacity production is attained. Although the
model formally requires a fixed amount of equipment and personnel
throughout the era of capacity production, an extension shows how to
accommodate varying annual production levels.
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A LIFE-CYCLE DESCRIPTION OF
UNDERGROUND COAL MINING`
Milton L. Lavin#
Chester S. Bordent
John R. Dudat
1.0 BACKGROUND
Under an interagency agreement between NASA and the United States
Department of Energy, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been asked to
assist in defining and developing radically new systems for mining deep coal
seams. Radically new systems are understood to be those which promise
1) a substantial performance advantage over current technology, or 2) the
economic extraction of coal from reserves not presently minable.
In developing or evaluating a new concept, one must consider system
performance in four distinct areas:
• Economics: The mine-mouth cost of processed coal;
• Health and Safety: The degree of hazard associated with operating
a system;
• Resource Conservation: Possible adverse impacts upon the future
exploitation of coal or other natural resources of a mining site;
• Environment: Possible adverse impacts upon the physical
environment.
This paper deals solely with those aspects of mine development and operation
which can be translated into dollars and cents. Provision is made to include
the cost of providing a safe workplace, protecting the physical environment,
This document presents interim results from the Advance Coal Extraction
Systems Definition Project, JPL, Pasadena, sponsored by the United States
Department of Energy, in collaboration with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
tiet Propuisioct Laboratory.
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or preserving unexploited resources; however, this version of the life-cycle
costing model makes no attempt to identify separately these expenditures.
The cost model developed below has a structure which satisfies three
criteria:
• It is simple. The model is an algebraic expression, which per-
mits one to see at a glance, the relation between the price of coal
and such factors as labor productivity, recovery ratio, wage rate,
operating costs, investment in equipment and construction, etc.
• It considers all major determinants of cost generally experienced
in underground mining; however, the differential impacts of min-
ing conditions (top, bottom, gas, pitch, overburden, etc.) are
not considered.
• Finally, it has a structure which makes it easy to add a cost
breakdown in terms of mining system functions or activities.
The objectives set for this modeling effort make it almost unique
within the publicly accessible literature: the authors are not aware of any
similarly detailed studies which combine technological and economic variables
to produce an algebraic model of an underground mining system. A brief sur-
vey of past work suggests that existing models fall into three categories:
1) Present value of capital budgeting models oriented toward common
descriptions of expenditures and revenues;
2) Simulations of mining operations which typically describe system
operations at the level of elemental machine operations; and
3) More integrative algebraic models which attempt some synthesis
of ecnom?cs, machine performance, and mining conditions.
The U.S. Bureau of Mines model mine studies are excellent examples
of the present value method. 3,5,6 The following section summarizes the
major features of this type of description; however, the reader will find that
it differs little from the approach used to evaluate any substantial capital
project. Since the present value technique is widely used in the private sec-
tor, it is no surprise that others 10,11,13 have used this tool in assessing the
economic aspects of mining ventures. Most of these models describe the
2
logic of the present value method, present formulae for describing particular
types of cash flows, and then illustrate the method using numerical examples.
Few attempt, as does this paper, to express the key relationships
algebraically.
In contrast to a present value model, computer simulation offers the
possiblity of a %Very rich description of a mining system. Indeed, the ability
of a simulation to c apture the salient details of interactions among men,
machines, and geology makes it especially attractive to mine planners. 4,7,9
In addition, simulation has been used with encouraging results in the evalua-
tion of novel systems whose architecture is an obvious extension of current
mining technology. 8 However, detailed simulation as currently employed
appears to be of limited value in either developing or evaluating innovative
concepts because of the difficulty of distilling salient system characteristics
`ram numerical output. It is challenging to generalize from a set of simula-
tion runs to the overall performance of the technology modeled; using those
resuAA i to draw conclusions about radically new technology is an order of
magnitude more challenging. In a word, an algebraic model, although it may
lack a great deal in realistic detail, seems -nuch better suited for R&D
planning than a simulation.
Indeed, an integrative algebraic model — one which ties together Kard-
ware performance, mining conditions, and cost —seems ideally suite(' to
establishing R&D priorities and setting goals for development programs. As
implied by the strong interest in capital budgeting and simulation riodels, the
bulk of the effort in cost modeling has been oriented to mine planning rather
than R&D policy. Thus, it is no surprise to find relatively few algebraic
models in the published literature. M. B. Zimmerman 19 recently devised
such a model in order to forecast long term coal supply prices for the United
States. Zimmerman used empirical data on section production and mining
conditions to develop a mine-mouth cost model which explictly involved seam
thickness and number of producing sections. An unusual feature of this model
is its attempt to relate future production costs to forecasts of depletion — i.e. ,
the need to mine progressively thinner searris as thicker ones become
exhausted. Z. Ajdukiewicz, l in his study of conventional coal mining as prac-
ticed in Eastern Europe, addressed many of the same issues as Zimmerman
and used similar econometric tools. However, unlike Zimmerman's work,
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Ajdukiewicz's results are quite technology specific. One could make similar
comments about COMINEC's study of longwali technology and its potential for
adaptation to American mining conditions.2 This work is particularly note-
worthy because of its attempt to define optimal system architecture as a
function of equipment performance, seam characteristics, and costs.
Each of these studies is valuable for its identification of variables,
suggestions about a modeling approach, and guidance about the appropriate
level of detail. R&D policy decisions require answers to questions, such as,
the following:
• What is a first approximation to the capital and operating cost?
• What aspects of system performance are most crucial to
achieving (or bettering) the forecast cost?
• To what extent do these projections allow for additional expendi-
tures to solve problems of environmental protection and worker
health and safety — problems often difficult to define until a
system undergoes test and demonstration?
• What appears to be the optimal scale of operations?
In the conceptualization or early development stage, the information about a
novel system is usually not sufficient to justify computer simulation as a
means of answering questions like those above. Since some estimates of
system economics are crucial to a development decision, one inevitably falls
back upon the capital budgeting framework because it is simple to use and
provides meaningful output even with crude data. However, in constructing
this type of model, one must be careful to portray the essential links between
tt, chnoLogical performance and cost. The algebraic models noted above face
the same challenge, but choose to begin with a description of the technology,
and subsequently derive the necessary cost factors. Since introducing tech-
nology into the capital budgeting scheme is a relatively easy thing to do, this
analysis starts there, taking the USBM model mine studies as the point of
departure.
Development of the model begins in Section 2. 0 below with a review
of the methodology employed in the Bureau of Mines model mine studies.
Section 3. 0 contains a brief discussion of model scope and an identfication of
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the major technological and cost factors to be considered. Derivation of an
algebraic expression for the life-cycle cost, or equivalently, the required
selling price is presented in Section 4.0. followed in Section 5. 0 by an inves-
tigation of properties of general interest — price-productivity relationships
and price sensitivities. The analysis is concluded in Section 6. 0 by compari-
son with e,npirical data and numerical illustrations of the selling price and
sensitivity calculations for a representative shaft mine. Appendices to the
report describe a) an extension of this analysis to accommodate a production
capability which varies from year to year; b) calculation of interest during
construction; c) detailed cost data for the illustrative mine; and d) input data
for the life-cycle cost calculation.
2. 0 REVIEW OF BUREAU OF MINES INVESTMENT MODELS
Beginning in 1474, the United States Bureau of Mines issued a series
of information circulars which provide detailed estimates of the capital
investment and operating costs for underground bituminous coal mines.'^'5'b
As the name of the series implies, these published studies are meant
to assist mine operators in planning a new mine. Consequently, the circulars
are organized around familiar cost summaries — investment in construction,
equipment, and working capital; breakdown of operating cost; depreciation;
consumables; etc. All of the capital outlays are discounted by the appropriate
present worth factor, and then summed to yield the present worth of the aggre-
gate mine investment. Assuming constant sales throughout the mine life, the
authors compute the required selling price for unwashed coal which will
1) amortize the investment, 2) cover the annual operating cost while making
due allowance for the tax impact of depreciatio p
 and depletion, and 3) allow
for adequate return to debt and equity holders. In short, the information
circulars present a comprehensive,
 easily understood analysis, firmly based
on the widely accepted principles of capital budgeting and engineering
economics.
These studies consider most of the material financ +.al impacts. How-
ever, a mine operator faced with the current market and regulatory environ-
ment, would undoubtedly find the following extensions quite helpful:
• Addition of a preparation plant;
• Alternatives to outright purchase of mineral rights, e.g., the
currently popular scheme of off-balance sheet financing via
option-lease;
• Guidance in estimating the price impact of an initial development
which is more costly and time consuming than drift entry;
• Variation in such financial quantities of interest as return on invest-
ment, depreciation rate, royalty percentage, the structure of union
welfare charges, local taxes, etc. ; and
• Variations in section output.
All of these extensions are addressed in the numerical analysis and appendices
of this report.
There has been considerable discussion in recent years over the cost
impacts of 1) the greatly reduced labor productivity currently ex )erienced by
the industry and Z) the continued inflation in the cost of mining equipment and
labor. These comments were found to be very stimulating in formulating an
investment evaluation scheme which tre. 4, s the major technical and economic
factors in symbolic fashion. This report takes a first step in that direction
by translating into algebra key costing rules and related assumptions made in
the Bureau's model mine studies. It is hoped that this symbolic treatment of
cost will be a guide to answering such questions as the impact of
• Boosting labor productivity,
• Reducing the initial development time,
• Increasing equipment availability, or
• Mechanizing certain functions in conventional coal mining.
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3.0 SCOPE AND STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL
As mentioned in the introductory remarks, the primary objective of
this paper is the development of an economic tool for evaluating novel extrac-
tion concepts. Thus, it must employ terms familiar to the industry and accept
data in the form typically available to systems designers. The resource-
oriented cost breakdown (plant and equipment, labor, and consumables) adopted
by the IC 8600 model mine studies is very well sui -d to this purpose, even
though the intent of the 8600 reports is to provide assistance in detailed
project planning.
Because the thrust of this paper is advanced system evaluation rather
than project planning, some of the detail required in a mine plan will be
omitted in order to focus attention on the primary economic factors which
shape system performance and cost. For example, it is expedient to simplify
somewhat the treatment of taxes, depreciation, depletion, production royalties,
capital structure, etc. , to render the algebra tractable. Although some of
these simplifications may be ton imprecise for planning a mine, they seem
quite appropriate for screening new ideas in a preliminary phase of
development.
The idea behind the analysis is the estimation of the minimum annual
revenue required by an cperator. This is accomplished by selecting a
"typical" rate of return, then solving for that life-cycle cost which covers all
operating expenses, amortizes the capital outlays, and yields the specified
return on investment (assuming 100% equity). Thus, the resulting dollar/ton
figure is merely an advance estimate of the price an :-iperator must charge to
realize the rate of return traditionally required by the industry. A compari-
son of this price with the projected production cost for current technology
permits a first n.7der judgment about the commercial appeal of a new
extraction scheme.
In tl:- interest of algebraic simplicity, variables are defined as if they
were constant over the life of a mine. For example, the annualized life-cycle
cost of coal, labor and capital productivities, annual production, real wages,
cost of replacement parts and machines, etc. , are all treated as if they were
fixed. In fact, this is not as limiting as it imay appear. Life-cycle costing
zornmonly employs annualized quantities which reduce year-t—year variations
9
in a schedule of cash flows (for example, annual revenue) to .one annualized
figure which has a present value identical to the time varying schedule. Thus,
one may extend the static character of the model by interpreting selected
variables as annualized quantities. Appendix A provides detailed guidances in
calculating the cost per ton of coal when annual production quantities vary
over the mine life.
The sections which follow give a more detailed picture of model struc-
ture by, first, identifying the major variables, and second, listing major
assumptions about modeling both technological and financial aspects of
y	 system operation.
Variables
pL: Labor productivity. Unless otherwise stated, labor
productivity will be based on all of the people at the
site. (tons of raw coal/man-shift. )
	
PE:	 Productivity of capital, a measure of the capital
intensiveness of a mining system. Capital is defined
as the present value of initial and deferred invest-
ments in construction and equipment. (tons of raw
coal/yr/$ invested. )
N
	MT ,MH :	 Number of personnel at the site, and those paid on an
hourly basis, respectively.
	
W:	 Average wage I rate. A subscript may be added to
indicate the labor force of interest, e.g. , w  sym-
bolizes the weighted average wage for everyone at the
site, while W  is the rate for hourly employees only.
($/man-shift. )
	
pA:	 Price of land. The initial outlay for mineral rights,
either the single purchase price or the price of an
option. ($/acre. )
	
71:	 Recovery factor, defined as the fraction of raw coal
extracted as a proportion of coal initially in the seam
being mined.
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	vs :	 Seam density, considering the combined effects of
thickness, pitch, partings, etc. (tons/acre. )
	
a R :	 Dirt and debris mined with the coal, expressed as a
fraction of the raw coal tonnage.
	
a P :	 Washing losses, defined as the fraction of raw coal
which is lost in washing and other beneficiation
processing.
	& A :	 Anticipated downtime for scheduled maintenance,
equipment downtime, and scheduled worker non-
productive hours (break: , transportation, etc. ).
This effect is expressed z^s a fractional reduction
in capital productivity PE.
	
aU :	 Unanticipated downtime including slowdowns due to
unscheduled maintenance, difficult geology, work
stoppages, etc. Again, the effect is a reduction in
PE'
	r: 	 Rate of return. The discount rate which yields an
aggregate net present worth of zero when applied to
all cash flows resulting from both investment and
ope rations.
	
PC : 	 Annualized price of coal at the mine mouth is that
constant dollar amount per ton which will cover all
costs and produce the specified rate of return to the
mine operator. ($/ton. )
These variables are judged to be the major determinants of the mine-
mouth price of coal. Many other variables of lesser rank will be identified
in the course of model development. Some of these secondary variables are
mentioned in the list of assumptions which follow.
Assumptions
• Annual production tonnage may b,- a constant over Uie life of
a mine, or alternatively, may vary from year to year. In
the latter case, Appendix A shows how to compute the
anna.a lized value for required revenue.
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• Mine closing costs are small, and occur so far in the future
that they have negligible impact on annualized price.
• The model assumes a zero escalation rate for all categories
of expenditures and revenues.
• The effects of changes in the market price of coal, and the
impact of altered labor or capital productivity over the life
of a mine are not considered, i.e., this is a static model.
• Tax life of equipment is the same as its economic life —
how long it lasts before replacement is necessary.
• Union welfare payments are treated in accord with the 1974
Bituminous Wage Agreement, i.e., a portion of this charge is
proportional to tonnage, and a portion, to hours worked.
• General overhead is assumed to be proportional to the com-
bined cost of labor and operating supplies.
• Depletion allowance is specified as 1076 of annual sales.
• The combined state and federal income tax rate is assumed to
be 50%. Local taxes are modeled as a fixed proportion of
annual sales.*
• Insurance costs are calculated as a fixed percentage of initial
investment.
• Depreciation is treated as a fixed annual charge with no infla-
tion in the cost of replacing equipment; accelerated deprecia-
tion may be handled by computing the equivalent annualized
charge.
• Consumption of supplies, water, and power are assumed to
be a function only of the annual volume of raw coal produced;
in practice expenditures on consumables depend strongly
upon seam geometry and mining conditions.
*
This differs somewhat from the treatment of state and local taxes in the
USBM model mine studies series, but maintains the same spirit of
simplicity.
i	 12
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This concludes the enumeration of major variables and assumptions.
As remarked earlier, they retain most of the essential features of the mine
investment problem, while simplifying some of the computational details.
Although the resulting expression for price may be inadequate for the evalua-
tion of a new mining venture, it appears to provide a reasonable point of
departure for the assessment of novel technology.
13
4. 0 DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL
As explained in the discussion of model scope and structure, the
annualized sellin g price is based on the revenue required to cover all operat-
ing costs, amortize capital outlays, and yield a specified return on aggregate
investment. As formulated below, the model is a straightforward present
value analysis which uses a predetermined rate of return in discounting the
cash flows. Accordingly, the starting point for the analysis is the fundamen-
tal requirement that the net present value of all cash flows be zero,` or in
symbolic terms,
PVi(r) (R i - E i) = 0	 (1)
i
where R  and E  are, respectively, the revenue and expenditures in the
ith year, and PV i(r) is a multiplier which converts these flows to present
values appropriate to the year incurred, at the discount rate r. Note that
it is the summed present value of revenues minus expenditures which equals
zero, not yearly amounts.
Within the framework of this model, it is useful to distinguish capital
outlays from operating expenditures. Thus, we define E  as:
E  - Eki + E ip
Currently, there are a number of financial techniques for evaluating time-
phased investments of this sort. The two most commonly used techniques
are:
• Internal rate of return, which determines that discount rate which
yields a net present value of zero; or
• Net present value, which simply computes the net present value
corresponding to an assumed discount rate, presumably the
opportunity cost of capital.
Although it may not be apparent from the form of Eq. (1), the model devel-
oped below is philosophically similar to the net present value approach
because it determines that price which assures a specified rate of return.
15
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where
E ki = Expenditure on capital equipment in the ith period; and
Epi = Expenditure on operating expense in the i th period.
This permits Eq. (1), the requirement on discounted cash flows, to
be written as:
PVi{r) (R i - Epi - Eki } = 0
i
or
PVi(r) Eki =	 PVi(r) (R i - Epi )	 {2)
Equation (2) is a mathematical statement of the requirement that the present
value of all investment outlays be equal to the present value of the net revenue
from operations. Thus, if capital investment and operating expenditures are
specified, Eq. (2) determines the revenue required to meet a target rate of
return.
Revenue Requirement
The annual revenue requirement is calculated by making a set of
assumptions which greatly simplify the analysis. Although the key assump-
tions were presented above in Section 3. 0, it is worthwhile pausing to high-
light the treatment of inflation and the annual cash flows from operations.
The first simplification to be highlighted is the treatment of inflation.
As noted in Section 3. 0, the model developed here does not provide
for inflation in capital costs or operating costs. This may limit the realism
of the results somewhat in those cases where labor, equipment, and operat-
ing supplies are escalating at substantially different rates, or where forecast
changes in market conditions justify a changing rate of return over the life of
a mine. Such considerations, although rather important in planning a new
mining venture, are viewed as matters of secondary concern in assessing
16
novel extraction concepts or identifying priority areas for increased R&D.
Thus, it was decided not to include the effects of inflation in this model.
The second simplification assumes that annual sales and operating
costs are constant and equal to their capacity values during the period which
begins with all sections producing, and ends with mine deactivation. At first
glance this may appear to be a serious restriction because production does
fluctuate throughout the life of a mine, and tails off in a fairly predictable
way as operations draw to a close. However, any apparent limitation can be
circumvented by interpreting the constant values for production and cost as
if they were annualized or "levelized" values which are equivalent in present
value impact to a time series that varies from year to year. Appendix A
explains the details of calculating an annualized value which is equivalent to
the original time series.
Model development continues by defining the origin of time (to) as the
beginning of the year in which capacity production is first reached. In terms
of the summations above, this definition of to implies that i=1 corresponds
to the first year of capacity production. Cash flows which occur prior to
capacity production — e.g. , flows related to resource assessment, mineral
rights acquisition, permits, construction, equipment purchase, initial develop-
ment, etc. , — must accordingly be discounted forward (compounded) to to.
Mathematically these assumptions can be written as:
R ,for 15i5 T
R.i
Ro,
Ep,
Epl
O
for i = 0
for 15i5T
for i < 0 (3)
Where T is the projected mine life and Ro represents the present values of
revenues which occur prior to time period i=1. Defining E ko as the present
17
EK Y (r, T) = (R - Ep) = np	 (5)
where
T
1	 F PVi (r)Y(r, T) 
i=1
and irp denotes net annual cash flow from operations.
Cash flow has three sources: profit from operations, depreciation,
and depletion. In particular,
np a Cash Flow = Net Profit + Depletion + Depreciation
or
Net Profit + Depletion = Cash Flow - Depreciation.
	 (b)
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The net profit computation provides an alternative expression for
(Net Profit + Depletion). Assuming a combined state and federal income
tax rate of T, one may express net profit as
Net Profit = (Annual Sales Operating Cost
- Depletion - Income Tax)
(1 - T) (Sales - Operating Cost - Depletion).
After rearranging, one finds
Net Profit + Depletion = (1 - T) (Sales - Operating Cost)
+ r (Depletion).
	 (7)
If depletion is assumed to be a fixed proportion of annual sales, then
Eq. (7) becomes
Net Profit + Depletion = [1 - r (1 - 6)] Sales - (1 - r) (Operating Cost)
	
(8)
where 6 is depletion allowance as a proportion of sales.
The desired relation is obtained by equating the alternate expressions for
(Net Profit + Depletion) given by Eqs. (6) and (8):
Cash Flow - Depreciation = 1 - r (1 - 6) Sales - (1 - r) (Operating Cost)
so that
1Sales = 1 - r (1 - 6) [(1 - r) (Operating Cost) + Cash Flow - Depreciation
(9)
Upon setting the combined state and federal tax rate r equal to 5010, and the
depletion allowance 6 to 10%, one obtains the expression for annual sales
used in the USBM model mine studies, namely.
19
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Then Eq. (9) may be rewritten as:
S - 1-r{1-S) (1-T)Cp+np-D^
or, after substituting for Gr p from Eq. (5),
S = 1 _ Tl(1 _ 6) (1 -T)Cp+ YEK -D)`	 (10)
This is the fundamental expression from which flows all of the sub-
sequent analytical development. Examination of Eq. (10) reveals that it can
handle a situation where several years are required to achieve capacity
nproduction if E  includes production start-up expense. Constant sales and
operating costs during the capacity production period remain a constraint on
this cost model. However, a method for handling variations in annual
production as pointed out above, is described in Appendix A.
Equation (10) can be converted to an equivalent price per ton by divid-
ing annual sales by the annual tonnage capability of the mine. The tonnage
expression must provide for converting raw coal into processed coal free of
rock, dirt, and other foreign matter. Thus, define the following:
VC :	 Annual tonnage of clean or processed coal;
VR:	 Annual production capacity of raw coal;
a R :	 Fraction of raw coal that is rock, dirt, and other debris;
OP:	 Fraction of coal lost in the cleaning process.
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One may them express the processed coal tonnage as:
VC = V  (1 - a R ) ( 1 - aP)	 (11)
At first glance, Eq. (11) may seem unduly complex. However, a little reflec-
tion on the aggregate characteristics of coal mining technology reveals that
a  and ap are factors which can be separately influenced by the system
designer, and so merit individual attention in describing novel system
performance.
In view of Eq. (11), the expression for the selling price (P C) becomes
1	 A
PC = S = 1 -T (1 -b) (1 'T) 
Cp + YEK - D	 {12}C	 VC	 V  ( 1 '- aR ) (1 - ap)
Equation (12) reduces to the expression used in the USBM model mine studies
if a  and ap are set to zero, T = 0. 50, and b = 0. 10.
The remainder of the analysis is an elaboration of the terms in the
numerator — first, capital investment, then depreciation, and finally,
operating cost.
Capital Investment
The present value of capital investment, EK, may be expressed as
A
the sum of initial investment in plant and equipment, KEO , deferred invest-
ment in equipment. K EF„ the cost of acquiring rights to the land, KA, and
net expenditures to obtain initial access to the seam and bring all sections
up to capacity production, KD . Thus, E  inay be written as
A	 A	 A	 A
	
EK 
= KEO + KEF, + K  + KD	(13)
where the circu ►nflex superscript denotes present value as of the beginning of
year to , (equivalent to i =1 in Eq. (3)). An expression for each term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (13) is developed below.
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The present value of initial and deferred investment in plant and equip-! 	 A
meat, KEO + KEF, can be described in terms of the capital intensiveness, or
capital productivity, PE' of the mining system. Mathematically, PE' is defined
as:
V
PE' i K	 KEt) EF
where
V  = Desired annual tonnage of raw coal (tons/year)
PE = Productivity of capital, with capital defined as the present
value of all capital investment less land and development
costs (tons/year/$).
The productivity of capital is determined by a number of factors,
including equipment capability under "ideal conditions"; the need for spares;
scheduled downtime for maintenance, travel time to and from the face, lunch,
etc. , construction delays; unplanned work stoppages due to had mining condi-
tions, equipment failures, or labor disputes; interest charges during construc-
tion and initial development; and the need to eeybI ace equipment periodically.
All of these factors may be combined in a fairly simple fashion to
assemble an estimate for pE . Begin by defining the following quantities:
	
KEO :	 That amount which must be invested under the ideal condi-
tions of n	 certain costs, and no system downtime.
KEO is an	 _..,al cost, exclusive of any interest charges.
	
aA ,aU :	 The fraction of capital productivity lost due to anticipated
and unanticipated system downtime, respectively.
	
XEO:	 That fraction of initial investment represented by interest
during construction.
	
^E :	 The ratio of aggregate deferred investment to the initial
capital outlay, adjusted for productivity losses.
(14)
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Then one may express the present value of initial and deferred investment as
+ {	
_  +XEO+ PE)KEO = V 	 (15)
EO	 EF	 (1 -oA (1 -au )
	
PE
Although this is a crude portrayal of a rather complex set of relationships, it
does permit a rough estimate of the sensitivity of price to some of the major
determinants of capital productivity.
Using Eqs . (14) and (15), KEO , the historical value of initial invest-
ment, can be easily related to capital productivity:
VR (1 -aA) { 1 -MU)
1{EO	 pE(I+AEO +RE 	(15a)
The expression for KEO and KEF can be further elaborated as follows:
K	
- (1 + A EO) KEO - ^1 + AEO) VR	 (15b)EO	
i l -aA / 11 -a U) pE rl taEO+sE)
and
KEF =	
SE KEO	 =	 BE V 
	 (15c)1-aA 1-aU )	 pE(1+AEO +0E)
Interest during construction — that is, the impact of discounting on cash
flows prior to to
 — can be significant due to extended c quipment deliveries,
facility construction, and progress payments ..lade on equipment which
requires a lengthy f ire to manufacture. To ascertain the relationship
between plant and equipment cost, KEO , and its associated interest during
construction, one must consider the timing and amounts of outlays, and the
appropriate discount rate. Once the expenditure schedule is determined,
or approximated by some simple functional form, the interest fraction XEO
can be calculated directly (see Appendix B for details of this calculation).
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The next category of capital investment is the initial expenditure on
mineral rights. Begin by defining the following:
	
p A :
	
The price of an option or the outright purchase price ($/acre).
	
vs :	 Area density of the seam, considering the combined effects of
thickness, pitch, partings, and other anomalies (tons/acre).
	
q:	 Planned recovery factor.
	T:	 Mine life, as defined above (years).
Both the option and single purchase price of Land can be handled like the
initial investment in plant and equipment. Royalties or annual production
payments are treated later ar a component of operating cost. Accordingly,
cost 11A maybe expressed as
hA _ PA	 vR	 (1 +r }n	(16)s ^1
where n is the time period ( in years) between the initial outlay on mineral
rights and the time to when capacity production begins. The term (1 + r)n
reflects compound interest assoc ,ated with the land payment. If the land is
purchased, K  must be adjusted to account for resale after mining
operations cease.
The treatment of investment concludes with expressions for initial
development costs. During the development phase, several activities take
place. At a very gross level these activities include property assessment;
mine design; and construction of field access, general support systems,
facilities, and offices. Calculation of development era costs includes
expenditures for the tasks listed above, less a credit equa: to the revenue:,
generated from coal sold each year prior to capacity production.
Denote the present value of initial development costs as I{ D . Since
a mine requires several years to reach capacity production, the -X -ression
Afor K  should explicitly reflect the schedule of annual outlays. E: KD(t), the
time capaci ty is achieved, to, and the discnunt rate, r. Using the well
known expression for compounding, one may express development cost, net
of coal tonnage sold, as
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0K 	 EKD (t) (1 + r)
-t
	(17)
t` 
-n 1
where n 1 is the year when development era expenditures begin.
Some calculations require the aggregate historical dollar expenditures
on initial development, KD . This quantity is easily expressed as a Sum of the
EKD(t):
0
KD = 1: EKD (t)	 (17a)
tL-n 1
it is also useful to define the ratio of these two development costs as
K 
dINT = K 
Equations (15) through (17) are combined to yield an expanded description of
capital investment. Recognizing that all terms except K  explicitly involve
VR , one obtains
^	 A	 A	 1
E  = KEO + KEF, + K  1 CD
A
T
= VR	 1 + ^
p 
 (l+r)n
 + 
K
VD	 (18)
PE	 S 11
Annual Depreciation Charge
The annual depreciation charge, D, depends upon a number of factors,
including first costs, economic versus tax lifetimes, salvagt, values, capital-
ized repairs, and of course, the form of the depreciation rule. tt  is difficult
to formulate a depreciation expression which reflects all of these factors and
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is, at the same time, mathematically tractable.' Accordinglv, a reasonable
course of action is the following: Use data on equipment costs and longevity,
plus a depreciation rule to produce an equivalent constant annual charge; then
express this annual charge as a fraction of the first cost of all depreciable
assets. In symbols, this becomes
KE©(1 - wc)
D
PD 1 1 - aJ' - aU) + K
D
	t 19)
where
KEO	
Effective first cost of plant and equipment, con-(1 - aA)( 1 - oU) sidering all work stoppages.
wc :	 That fraction of initial capital investment expended
on working capital.
KD :	 Aggregate historical expenditures on initial mine
development, net of any coal sold;
(3 D :	 Ratio between the computed annual charge and
total first cost.
Note that KEC , and K  are historical figures, not present values.
In the case of straight-line depreciation where all depreciable capital
outlays occur prior to the year of capacity production, the factor ¢D is
approximated by the reciprocal of the weighted average lifetime of these
assets. If an accelerated rule is used, Eq. (19) requires a side calculation
which converts the actual depreciation schedule to an equivalent annual
amount D, and the associated ratio RD (see Appendix A for guidance on per-
forming the annualization calculation). The effect of an accelerated rule,
Treatment of depreciation for a new mining venture is much more complex
than the situation implied by this summary list of factors. For example,
current tax laws treat exploration, development, and production differently
with expensing of initial outlays permitted in some cases (see Coal Age,
March 1976, pp. 92-94). Consequently, the simplifications inherent in
Eq. (19) may lead to a selling price somewhat higher than a more
realistic treatment of depreciation.
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all other things constant, is to increase D since depreciation occurs more
quickly than for the straight-line case. Thus, an accelerated rule effectively
reduces the price of coal since depreciation is subtracted from yearly costs,
Annual Operating Cost
This model describes operating costs in terms of a commonly used
breakdown of resources. Below are listed the major cost categories, plus
associated symbols:
	
C L :	 Total labor coat, both hourly and salaried;
	
CS :	 Outlays on operating supplies (e.g., roof bolts, -rock dust,
replacement parts, etc. ), assumed to vary directly with
raw coal tonnage for a seam of constant thickness;
	
C U :	 Cost of power and water, assumed to be proportional to
raw coal tonnage;
	
CO/H .	 Payroll overhead (i.e. , social security, unemployment
compensation, and various fringe benefits), assumed to
be 40°je of total labor cost in the USBM model mine studies;
	
C W :	 Union welfare payments, which are a function of both raw
coal tonnage and the hours worked by those under the union
contract (c, f. , the 1974 bituminous wage agreement);
	
C I:	 Indirect cost, assumed to be directly proportional to the
sum. of total labor cost and the cost of operating supplies;
in the USBM model mine studies the proportionality factor
is 1510;
C INS'
CT:
C R :
D:
Cost of insurance, computed as a percentage of initial
capital investment, excluding all interest charges;
Local taxes, expressed as a percentage of sales, in accord
with typical local tax laws;
Royalty payments, expressed as a percentage of annual
sales;
Annual depreciation charge;
Total annual operating cost.
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In light of these definitions, annual operating cost may be expressed as:
C  = a L C L + a S C S + C U + C  + CINS + C T + C  + D	 (20)
whe re
aL :	 A constant multiplier which adjusts total labor cost to reflect
payroll overhead (C	 and  indirect cost (CI).
aS :
	
	 A constant multiplier which increments the outlay on operating
supplies to account for indirect cost (CI).
The assumptions used in recent USBM model mine studies lead to the
following numerical values for a L and aS:
aL = 1. 55
a 	 = 1.15	 (21)
The remainder of this section is devoted to developing an expression for each
of the terms in Eq. (20). By construction, each can be related to raw coal
tonnage.
Total Labor Cost
The first term in the total cost expression can be written as
a L C L = aLVR'w T /PL	(22)
where W  is the average wage ($/man-shift) for all personnel at the site,
and V  and P L
 are the annual raw coal tonnage and labor productivity,
respectively.
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Operatin, Supplies;
As indicated in the list of major cost components above, operating
supplies are assumed to vary directly with raw coal tonnage; thus,
a S C S - a.ScSVR 	 (23)
where c  is defined as the per ton cost of supplies.
Cost of Power and Water.
In reality. the utility expense depends both on the scale of operations
(i. e. , the capacity of the mine) and on the amount of raw coal output. Struc-
turally, this implies that the cost of power and water is the sum of two terms —
a fixed cost which depends only on capital investment, and a variable cost
which reflects the intensity with which this capacity is utilized. Accordingly,
as productivity falls, utility expense falls too, but not as fast. However, in
the interests of simplicity, it is assumed that direct proportionality holds
between tonnage and cost. Thus,
C U = cUVR	 (24)
Union Welfare Expense:
Union welfare charges are based upon both tonnage and working hours,
as specified by the 1974 Bituminous Wage Agreement. Exhibit 1 displays the
various components of welfare expense.
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Exhibit 1
Cost Factors in the 1974 Bituminous Wage Agreement
(as of Dec. 6, 1976)
Tonnage Charge	 Hourly Charge
Recipient
	 ($/ton)	 ($/hr)
1950 Pension Trust	 0.554
1950 Benefit Trust	 0.190
1974 Pension Trust	 0.076	 plus	 0.66
1974 Benefit Trust	 0.88
TOTALS	 0.820	 plus	 1.54
If the productivity of the unionized workforce is of the order of 10 tons per
8-hour shift, then the tonnage and hourly components of the welfare payment
are $8.20 and $12.32 per man, per shift. Since both components are
significant, both are included in the welfare cost expression C W :
C  ' cWT VC + cWH h S V R (MH/MT)/PL
	 (25)
where
	
cW T,:	 Welfare payment required per ton of clean coal, as weighed
prior to shipment ($/ton);
	
VC :	 Annual tonnage of clean coal (tons);
c WH : Welfare payment required per man-hour worked by labor
under contract ($/man-hour);
	
h S :	 Hours worked per shift (hours);
	
V R :	 Annual tonnage of raw coal produced (tons);
	
M H :	 Number of shift personnel subject to the union contract —
the subscript H denotes hourly workers;
	
MT,:	 Total number of shift personnel at the site;
	
PL :	 Labor productivity, based on all of the personnel at the
site (tons/man-shift).
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With the help of Eq. ( 11), clean coal tonnage is easily related to haw.
coal production. Thus, the above expression becomes
C	 V R (1 -a R) 0 a j cWT +	 s	 tt6M, PL CWH
According to Exhibit 1 the two welfare coefficients take the following values
as of December 6, 1976
cWT	 $0.820/ton
cWH = $1.540/hour
Insurance
Yearly insurance payments are computed as a fraction of the initial
capital investment, KEo . Note that interest during construction, land costs,
and development expenditures are not relevant to insurance calculations.
Thus, the annual insurance cost, CINS, is
C	 = c	 r	 KEQINS	 INS 1 1 - aA ) 1 1 - aU!
where cINS is a multiplier which produces the annual premium when applied
to the insurance base. Upon expressing KEO in terms of more fundamental
quantities, one obtains
1
G INS ^ cINSVR P
E 1 +	 + P	 EU E
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Local Taxes
Annual local taxes C T — for the most part, property taxes -- are
expressed as a fraction of yearly sales once capacity production begins.
The general form of the relationship is
CT = U-S	 (28)
where cr includes all local taxes. In most cases, the local taxes paid by the
mining company are effectively the same whether the land is purchased or
mineral rights are acquired via an option/lease agreement.
Royalties
As in the case of local taxes, production royalties are expressed as
a fixed percentage of sales. Thus, royalty payment, C R , is written as
CR = µS
	 (29)
Currently, a typical production royalty is about 57c of gross sales.
Since calculation of the annual depreciation amount is specified by
Eq. (19), the above expression for production royalties completes the char-
acterization of the annual operating cost, cash flow, and sales. However,
the expression for local taxes and royalty payments when inserted into
Eq. (20) and Eq. (10) makes a straightforward calculation of sales awkward.
To resolve this, an expanded form of the annual sales requirement is needed.
Restating Eq. (10), one obtains
S	 (1 -T) C F, + YEK - D^	 (10)I - T(I -6) 1
Conversations with several county tax offices suggest this treatment of
taxes during the era of capacity production.
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Is
Define a new variable Cp' as follows:
C 	 CP'+D+CT+CR
CPS + D + (a- + µ) S
	
(30)
Substituting Eq. (30) into Eq. (10) and rearranging, yields
1 -T	 , YE& TDS	 1 -T (1 - S) - (1 - T) (jr +µ) CP + 1 -T 1 -T
For notational convenience, let
j ..T
F - 1 - T (1 - b ) - (1 - T) (W + µ)
	
{30a}
so that
S = F (CP' - i D) + Yi	 (31)
In its fully expanded form, the sales equation becomes
S - 1 - T ( 1 - S ) 1- ( 1 - T ) (0- + I& ) [ ^aLCL +a SCS +C +C +CINS - 1 - 1
Y
+ l -T ( KEl + KEF + KA + D
	
(32)
This expression includes all of the investment and operating costs
typically incurred during production mining. Specific expenditures to assure
worker health and safety, conserve natural resources, and protect the
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physical environment can be included under the appropriate category in
Eq. (32) as either an operating or a capital cost.
The following section briefly examines some of the properties of the
selling price expression, with primary emphasis on the relationship of price
to both labor and capital productivity.
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5.0 STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL
This section explores the overall structure of the model and develops
price sensitivities for selected variables. Although considerab ►e effort has
been expended to keep the model simple, accuracy has compelled the inclusion
of rather a lot of detail — so much so, that the model structure is somewhat
obscured. Thus, the first order of business is a reformulation which aggre-
gates the detail and reveals key structural features. This is done by treating
labor and capital productivities explicitly, and handling the remaining variables
as coefficients. The next step will be an exploration of price sensitivity via
the familiar technique of differential calculus. Section 6. 0 concludes the
analysis by presenting an illustrative price calculation and numerical sensi-
tivities for two representative shaft mines — one producing raw coal, the
other an identical mine producing washed coal.
Reformulation in Terms of Labor and Capital Productivities
The reformulation begins with Eqs. (12), (30), and (31):
 -
 TD _ ) YES	 F CP 1 T + 1 T
p C	 V 	 V (1 - a) ( 1 -0C	 R	 R	 P
 (12a)
Next, each term in the expanded form of Eq. (12a) is examined to determine
whether it involves labor or capital productivity, or exhibits no explicit tie
to either productivity variable. This is done in Exhibit 2.
Examination of Exhibit 2 reveals several interesting things about
model structure. First, every term in the numerator and denominator
involves raw coal tonnag e Vr , if initial develo pment Kr, is characterized
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In consequence, the resulting expression for the price of coal is formally
independent of raw coal tonnage. This implies that no economies of scale are
associated with increased coal production, which is not a wholly surprising
result given that no scale dependence is reflected in any of the cost components.
Although this clearly does not hold for a broad range of mine capacities, the
assumption of constant returns to scale is probably a good first approximation
for costing a mining system whose capacity is fairly well established. Such
is typically the case in any serious evaluation of a novel system. Of course,
the best test of such an assumption is comparison with empirical data. This
is done below in Section b. 0 with encouraging results.
Another characteristic of interest is the rather simple form assumed
by the model when labor and capital productivity are taken as primary indepen-
dent variables, namely,
AL 	 i
PC = B L + PE + AO rt(3?}
where AL , AE , AO , and B are quantities which involve non-productivity vari-
ables exclusively. Exhibit Z has been organized to assist the identification of
these four productivity coefficients.
B = (1 -a R )(1 -a P)
AL
 = F
 [ajT + cWHhS (MH/MT?]
1	 TPD(1 -wc }	 Y
AE
 - F 1+XEO + P  GINS	 1-T	
+
) 	 1-T
mac MM Wr ML7.--
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+ Y I PA- 
T 
t1 + r}n + iD (38 a,b,c,dy
IN
A0 F "S-S
 + CU + CWT - , T kD
W.
	p L:	 labor productivity, which is affected by expected make time,
set up and idle time, unplanned downtime, amount of coal pro-
duced annually, production time per panel, available production
hours per year, and haulage capacity.
pE : capital productivity, which is determined by system cost of
capital related expenditures (including plant and equipment,
capital recovery, tax cons: , .srations, and depreciation) and
the annual section-hours c: production.
	
F:	 1 - T	 , as de. led in Eq. (30,-A).1-T(1-b) - (1- T)(v+IA)
Equations (37) and (38) provide a reasonably tractable expression for price.
In the next section, the properties of this restructured model are explored
briefly.
General Properties of the Model
The first property of interest is the behavior of price in terms of the
productivity variables. A little manipulation of Eq. (37) reveals .) tuat there
is a hyperL:)lic relation between price and each productivity variable, and
L} that there is a hyperbolic relation between the two productivity variables,
with price determining the form of the cure*
Derivation of the two-variable rela4:onshipai is the logical point of
departure. Consider the relation between p C and p L. From Eq. (37),
L. + A PPC PL B I AL + AE AE	 o L
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AO/B
U
a
1
W
U
a
a
xH
O
w
hence
A /B
PL
 
PC _(j P + Aa -B) = AIL	 (39)1	 E 	 //
This is a hyperbola which is asymptotic to the p C - axis and the line
PC = ((AE /B/Py) + AO /B), with AL /B, determining the sharpness of the
"knee" (see the sketch below).
LABOR PRODUCTIVITY , PL
The price asymptote defines the minimum price achievable, given the other
assumptions about capital productivity, wage rate, initial development, recov-
ery factor, etc. If this were a general formulation of mining system produc-
tivity, the price asymptote could be regarded as a crude measure of the sys-
tem's potential, assuming that technology and all other factors are fixed. A
more meaningful estimate of potential would be the point on the hyperbola
corresponding to a very optimistic estimate of labor productivity.
It is important to recignize that this hyperbolic relationship reflects
`	 only the reduction in the mine-mouth price of coal associated with increased
labor productivity, without consideration of how the reduction is obtained.
Typically, increased labor productivity is achieved by investment in more
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capital intensive equipment. In other words there are generally increased
costs associated with an increment in productivity. Conceptually, one finds
the range of optimal PL and pE by trading off the price reduction from
increased labor productivity, with the increased capital charges which result
from additional mechanization. This qualification concerning the relationship
between price and productivity applies throughout the analysis.
Now consider the relation between price and capital productivity.
Examination of Eq. (37) reveals that this form of the price expression is
symmetric in pE and pL . Thus, one may obtain the relation between price
and capital productivity by simply reversing the roles of p E and PL in
Eq. (W:
AL/B
PE pC -( PL +A0 
I B AEB (40) .
Of course, the graphical form of this expression is the same as the one
sketched above for pC and PL'
The form of the relation among the three variables — P L, pE and pC
is also easily identified. Begin by eliminating all fractions in Eq. (37)
(BpC
 - AO ) PL PE; 	 A L PE + AEPL
	 (41)
Now define two new variables,
a  = AL /(BpC - AO)
a  = A E/(BpC - AO)
and make the indicated substitutions in Eq. (41)
PL PE 2 a  PE + aE PL
	(42)
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Upon adding the quantity a E a L to both sides of Eq. (42) and rearranging, one
obtains the expression
( pL - aL) (PE - aE) = a L a E	 (43)
which is a hyperbola asymptotic to the lines P L = aL and pE = aE, with
a L a E being the hyperbolic constant. Note that the asymptotes change position
with changes in price.
Another way to look at the price-productivity relationship is to deter-
mine the trade-off ratio between PL and PE at constant pC . This is easily
done by taking the differential of Eq. (37) an setting dpC to zero. Thus,
	
AL	 AE
BdpC = - P 
`ipL - P2 dpE = 0
	
L	 E
hence
	
(dPLIPL)	 PL A
	
(d PE/PE) 	
- PE AL
	
(44)
In words, the ratio of the percentage changes in productivity at constant price
varies directly with the ratio of the productivities themselves, and inversely
with the ratio of the productivity coefficients.
Price Sensitivity to Small Changes
This brief investigation of model properties concludes with an analysis
of the sensitivity of price to small chaages in individual variables. The
straightforward definition of sensitivity is the partial derivative of price with
respect to the variable in question. Partial derivatives for important variables
in the price expression are presented in Exhibit 3.
Note that two very important sensitivities are omitted from Exhibit 3
and from the numerical example in the next section. They are the price
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sensitivity to mine life and rate of return, both of which are difficult to
calculate because of their complex relationship to price.
For a number of reasons, it is often convenient to modify the above
definition of sensitivity as a partial derivative. Foremost among these reasons
is the difficulty in comparing rates of change when the variables undergoing
change differ in scale by orders of magnitude. For example, it is not very
useful to compare a one dollar change in the cost of operating supplies (nominal
value, $2.57/ton) with a dollar change in the price of land option (nominal
value, $50/acre). To circumvent this problem, it is common practice to
measure sensitivity in terms of a partial elasticity which calculates the percen-
tage change in price due to a one percent change in a particular variable. This
partial elasticity is written as follows:
E	
_ (Lpc_^ /(.§x _ SPC 	 x	 (45)pC ,X	 PC	 x	 Sx	 PC
Thus, to obtain a partial price elasticity for any of the variables appearing in
Exhibit 3, one merely multiplies the partial derivative by the ratio of the
nominal value of the variable to the nominal price.
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6.o ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL
This section exercises the life-cycle model developed above, using
data representative of room and pillar technology. In all, three separate
analyses are presented. The first is a straightforward calculation of selling
price, done to check model assumptions and structure. The second analysis
is a parametric study of the impact of labor productivity upon selling price for
productivity values ranging between 5 and 40 tons/man-shift. In practice, it
is impossible to vary just one parameter while holding all others constant, i.e.,
improved productivity is generally achieved at some cost. Nonetheless, the
curve resulting from this parameter study fairly accurately mirrors the pro-
duction cost increase recently experienced by the industry as productivity
declined from about 20 tons/man-shift to the current figure of 9 - 10 tons. The
third analysis examines the sensitivity of price to small changes in selected
technological and financial variables. Like the two other numerical applica-
tions, this study of price sensitivity uses the representative room and pillar
mine described below. Although only illustrative and suggestive in nature, the
sensitivities thus derived lead to some interesting speculations about potentially
fruitful directions in mining research and development.
Description of the Representative Mine
The mine chosen for numerical analysis, is a 2 million ton-year shaft
mine, using continuous mining equipment to work a 72-inch bituminous seam
under 800 feet of overburden. Thus, the mine is representative of conditions
encountered in many parts of both the Interior and Appalachian Provinces.
Basic data for this case were prepared in a format similar to the one
used in the USBM model mine studies (see Appendix C for details). However,
there are several important differences from these studies:
• Shaft Pntry is assumed here, whereas, drift entry was employed
in previous Bureau studies. As a result of the extended period
required for construction and initial development, three years was
assumed necessary to bring all sections up to capacity production.
• Mineral rights are acquired via the increasingly popular option-
lease arrangement, with an initial payment of $50/acre plus a
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production royalty of 5 17v of gross sales. Recent Bureau studies
assumed outright purchase at a price of $2500/acre.
e Beneficiation was handled via two sub-cases: 1) a mine producing
unwashed or run-of-mine coal, and 2) an operation which provides
for a moderate level of washing, resulting in a net tonnage loss of
2001c
 through the preparation plant. Mines in previous Bureau
studies produced unwashed coal.
s Like the USBM model mines, this example portrays production as
if it were constant from the end of initial development to mine
close. However, Appendix A shows how to transform a forecast
of varying annual capability to the constant capacity required by
the model.
Finally, labor and equipment costs are current as of mid-1977. For conveni-
ence of reference, key numerical assumptions are tabulated in Exhibit 4.
Calculation of Selling Price
Calculation of an annualized selling price requires some recasting of
the basic costing information tabulated in Appendix C. The resulting inputs to
the life-cycle formula are summarized in Exhibit 5, which includes units and
algebraic symbols. Note that non-zero values have been specified for all quan-
tities except a  and a U, the explicit availability adjustments to capital pro-
ductivity. Thus, for this example, one must interpret P  as a baseline value
of productivity which incorporates a reasonable allowance for downtime with-
out an identification of the source, in accord with the published model mine
studies. Specification of numerical values for a  and a  awaits performance
data on operating sections — data which are not generally available. Of course,
assigning zero values to a  and a  prevents one from studying the price
sensitivity of two very important determinants of production cost.
Exhibit 6 summarizes the calculation of the annualized selling price
for both unwashed and washed coal. Although the cost data are purely hypo-
thetical and not specifically related to any working mine, it is encouraging
that the selling prices fall within the range of current price quotes F. 0. B.
mine mouth. Exhibit 7 compares model-derived price with aggregate
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Exhibit 4
Summary Description of the Representative Mine
Annual Capability:
Seam Thickness:
Overburden:
Coal Density:
Acquisition of Mineral Rights:
Recovery Factor:
Extraction Technology:
Initial Development:
Preparation:
Rehabilitation of Site:
Mine Lifetime:
Depreciation Method:
Required Return on Investment:
1.98 million tons of raw coal, or
1.58 million tons of washed coal.
72 inches.
800 feet.
80 lbs /ft3.
Option-lease @ $50/acre, plus 51e of
gross sales.
57°je.
10 continuous miner sections, each pro-
ducing 300 tons/shift, three shifts per day,
220 days per year.
3 shafts, requiring 3 years between begin-
ning of construction and attainment of
capacity production.
Assumes storage silos, a railroad loop and
a plant employing heavy media jigs, sized
for 650 tons/hour; tonnage loss through the
plant is 20%.
Not• provided for.
20 years.
Straight-line.
15%, with 100% equity assumed.
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Exhibit 6
Calculation of Annualized Selling Price
for a 1.98 Million Tons/Year Shaft Mine in 72" Coal
(See Exhibit 5 for inputs to selling price)
Formula for Selling Price:
F	 y r	 T
PC	
1 -a 1 -a V CP +-^-^ E
K
 - 1— D
R }(	 P) R
Without Preparation:
0.97087	 1 21, 784, 800 + 0.15 976PC _ ( 1 )(1)( 1 , 980 9 000) 1	 1-0.5  (55,715,700)  
0.5	 (3, 701, 200)
	
1-0.5
	 i
Z. $17. 60/ton
With Preparation:
PC
_	 0. 97276
	
,	 , 300 + 0.15976 (67,391,900)  
	
(1 - 0. 20)(1, 980, 044)	 22 884	 1-0.5
0.5
	 (4, 187, 900)
	
1-0.5	 '
$24. 71 /ton
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Exhibit 7
Annualized Prics vs. Labor Productivity, with Fined Equipment and
Manning; Modal Compared with Production Data (1969 -1976)
Source of Product = n Data: U.S. Bureau of Mines annual data on
underground pr.^Juction, adjusted for inflation by the implicit
price deflator for mining (Survey of Current Business, July 1977)
Assumptions:
* Continuous mining equipment.
* 800 1 shaft mine in 72" coal.
• Mineral rights acquired via option lease
at$50/acre.
* Beneficiation appropriate to average grade
1	 of steam coal, with a 20fe washing loss.
i	 * Mine life varies with productivity (20 yrs
1	 for nominal case).
* Raw coal cap:-city varies with productivity;
19.4 tons / man-shift yield 1.98 MM tons/yr.
76 ,75
	
-----Without Preparation
74 — — — With Preparation
'	 %71,7Z,73
,70
	
15fe Return
69•
8%
i	 t	 t !	 I
10	 20	 30	 40	 50
LABOR PRODUCTIVITY (PL) — TONS/MAIM-SHIFT
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statistics on underground bituminous production for labor prod uc tivitie a
between 5 and 40 tons/man-shift and a return of both 15 and 8 percent. For the
higher return, model selling price i s shown for bath washed and unwashed coal.
The life cycle price expression is not intended to explain aggregate industry
behavior; nonetheless, it appears to capture fairly well the combined impacts
of worsening labor productivity and higher returns experienced by coal opera-
tors during the past few years. 12
 Exhibit 8 tabulates the annual production data
plotted in Exhibit 7, with price adjusted to 1976 constant dollars, using the
implicit price deflator for the mining industry.
Sensitivity of Price to Techu%logical and Financial Factors
Exhibit 9 tabulates the price elasticities for small changes in selected
technological and financial factors. Small changes mean alterations in the
nominal values of one percent or so. As explained above in Section 5, 0, a
partial price elasticity is defined as the ratio of the percentage change in
price to a one percent change in the quantity of interest. Exhibit 9 reveals
tha: price is quite sensitive to the following seven factors:
• Capital Recovery Factor,
• Capital productivity,
• Labor Productivity,
• Average Wage per Shift,
• Fraction of Raw Tonnage Lost,
• Cost of Operating Supplies, and
• Depreciation Factor.
Each of these factors displays a price sensitivity of 0. 10 or more, meaning
that a 1.0 percent change in the parameter of in6srest leads to at least a
0. 1 percent change in price.
Taken as an ensemble, these results indicate that the price of coal is
most sensitive to changes in capital expenditures. Influencing the capital
recovery factor is not within the scope of an R&D program, but impacting
capital productivity is. An increase in capital productivity can be achieved
by either an increase in production per dollar invested or a decrease in capital
outlays per unit of production. Realization of increased capital productivity
Leads in two directions: 1) an increase in the sustained production rate while
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Exhibit 9
Price Sensitivities for the Representative Mine
Variable Name Symbol
Price Elasticity
Without With
Preparation Preparation
Capital Recovery Factor Y 0.497 0.536
Capital Productivity PE -0.408 -0.449
Labor Productivity PL -0.353 -0.330
Average Wage Per Shift w 0. 322 0. 302
Total Loss Fraction (Rock, Dirt, Washing) aR ,aP 0 0.242
Operating Supplies Cost Per Ton c  0.163 0. 160
Depreciation Factor PD -0.103 -0.104
Deferred Investment as a Fraction of PE 0.086 0.079Total Capital Investment
Royalty Fraction of Sales µ 0.050 0.050
Interest During Construction Factor kEO 0.049 0.054
Water and Power Cost Per Ton c  0.035 0.033
Welfare Payment Per Man-Hour c`vH 0.031 0.029
Hours Worked Per Shift h 0.031 0.029
Hourly Employee Traction MH/MT 0.031 0.029
Local Tax Fraction of Sales c 0.019 0. 022
Insurance Fraction of Capital Cost GINS 0.012 0.013
Development Cost Per Ton k  -0.007 -0.007
Acreage Cost PA -0.004 -0.003
Seam Density v  -0.004 -0.003
Recovery Ratio ,1 -0.004 0.003
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the system is up cutting coal; 2) an increase in aystem availability or
alternatively, a reduction in system downtime; and 3) a reduction in the cost
of manufacturing mining equipment. Two of these three directions define
traditional areas of activity in mining R R'D.
Labor productivity and average wage rate are next in importance in
their impact on coal price. Increased labor productivity and decreased wages
per shift are desirable, but they are typically achieved through increased
capital expenditure (e.g., automation). Since it has been shown that capital
productivity (or capital intensiveness) has a larger impact on price than labor
productivity for this example, careful capital-labor tradeoffs must be made
to effect a price reduction. However, some increase in labor productivity
may be achieved simply by reducing equipment downtime via designs which
are less susceptible to failure and less demanding of maintenance.
Tonnage losses during the cleaning process are the next most sensitive
area, given the nominal assumption of a 20 percent loss from portal to the
loading dock. However, preliminary calculations made in the course of pre-
paring the numerical example indicate a strong sensitivity to the particular
value chosen for loss. In fact, if losses are assumed to run 5 to 6 percentage
points higher, price sensitivity to this factor is comparable to the sensitivity
of labor productivity. In any event, thinner seams and other worsening geo-
logical conditions forecast for the future suggest a need to remove an increas-
ing amount of rock and dirt from the coal to maintain comparable quality.
Reducing the percentage of washing losses would be attractive at first glance,
but the increased capital cost of this capability must be evaluated carefully.
Current efforts to increase preparation plant capacity to service multiple mines
do not address the above problem but rather look for cost reductions per ton
via economies of scale.
Operating supplies and depreciation complete the list of factors for
which price is quite sensitive. Reduction in operating supplies, although
highly desirable, implies a much more cost effective method of roof support,
a development not easy to visualize given technology which requires in-st.am
operation of equipment. Depreciation is similarly viewed as a secondary
target of effort, however, more rugged, longer lived equipment — a natural
result of improved equipment availability — would have a favorable impact
here also. The remaining variables also affect the price of coal to a
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measurable extent, but have considerably less impact than the seven factors
discussed above.
In conclusion, it appears that improvement in labor productivity via
automation, or mechanization of equipment is one of several potential targets
in a program of mining system research and development. Equally attractive
are initiatives to improve capital productivity — i.e., increase equipment
availability, enhance throughput, and reduce capital cost per ton.
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APPENDIX A
ANNUALIZED PRICE PER TON OF COAL GIVEN NON-UNIFORM
ANNUAL PRODUCTION LEVELS*
The annual amount of coal extracted from a mine is not necessarily
constant over its useful lifetime. There can be differing yearly production
levels both between competing technologies and within a specific mining
technique. For a given technology, there may be variations in ouNut once
capacity production is reached" for a number of reasons incluuing-
1) Geological conditions which change over time. As the mine con-
tinues to operate, the working sections get further from the portal,
additional haulage is required, coal seams may thin out or become
more difficult to mine, etc.
2) Additional safety procedures required in the mine.
3) Long stoppages for unscheduled maintenance during otherwise
available prod ,^ction hours.
4) Lost production due to strikes.
The first two describe the general climate of declining labor productivity and
contribute to a reduction in mean coal output over time. A trend line of this
phenomenon, over the mine life would reflect a non-increasing output sched-
ule. Points 3) and 4) typify factors causing random fluctuations in annual out-
put. Constant levels of work stoppages are accounted for by a  and a  in the
cost side of the model and presumably in the expected annual output; however,
This appendix is based on an analysis by C. S. Borden, titled, "Generaliza-
tion of Required Revenues per Unit Output for Non-Uniform Output Flows,
Interoffice Memorandum 311. 5-5, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, August 25,
1976.
Development year production amounts are already incorporated in the model
as a part of development costs which are net of coal sold during this period,
Note that operating costs based upon annual production ( tonnage) must be
adjusted yearly to accurately reflect the amount of coat actually extracted.
All operating costs can then be summed in a present value sense over the
mine lifetime and annualized ( by multiplying by the capital recovery factory)
as are the capital costs. Annualized operating costs then replace the annual
operating cost Cp.
A-1
YEAR
there are also yearly variations which occur. Analytically this problem can
be handled in a very straightforward manner. The main text defines VR as
the constant amount of coal removed from the mine annually. Suppose now
that annual production quantities vary. A ratio of this actual annual produc-
tion amount to the assumed nominal capacity production level, VR , is called
the capacity adjustment fraction CAF, where CAF > 0. A distribution of
hypothetical yearly capacity adjustme .ts are displayed in Exhibit A-1.
to-n	 to	 to+N
Time coordinates on the x-axis are:
to -n: Year when coal production begins during development phase
to: Year wnen 100% capacity production is achieved
to+N: Mine closing.
Exhibit A-1.
This hypothetical shape reflects the assumptions of linear buildup to
capacity production, nominal capacity production for a brief period, a varying
production around the nominal value for a few years, and then degradation in
output to 40% of nominal capacity by year to + N. Degradation is mostly
attributable to reducing the number of sections as miring operations come to
an end. Random work stoppages due to machine failures or other reasons
v.(, ult' further affect CAF.
a
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PV(S) _
i=1 (1+r)i
(A-2)
To incorporate these effects into the model developed in Section 4. 0,
the annualized price of coal PC is defined as:
	
pCy
	 j	
S	 (A-1)
	
C	 VR11 oR)( 1 - op) CAF
where CAF = 1 implies a constant capacity adjustment fraction, as used in
the main t*xt. In the case where VC (and V R ) is constant the present value
of required revenues (PC X VC = S) over the mine lifetime is computed as:
Year to year changes in output imply a series of different yearly values for
CAF. Annual variations in CAF can be handled by recalling that PC is a
constant annualized figure, and rearranging Eq. (A-2) so that
N VR (1 nR ) ( 1 - aP ) CAF PV(S) = PC (1+r)ii=1
or
PC =
PV(S)
N CAF.
VRO 
-aR)( 1 aP) i=1 (1+rj
(A-3)
If both numerator and denominator are multiplied by the capital recovery
factor Y, the numerator becomes the original annualized sales amount, S,
and the denominator, the annual coal production times the annualized price
per ton adjustment:
A-3
PC =	 S	 (A -4)
CAF 
R('-"R)( l - aF,} Y	 --i
 i=1 {l+r}
Note that the cash flow amount (P C
 X actual annual coal production) is the
quantity being discounted, not coal output.
Equation (A-4; describes the general case for calculating p er . In the
special case where output is constant and CAFi = 1 for alt i, the summation
in the demoninator of Eq. (A-4) simplifies to
N
1	
= 1
i=1 (1+r)1	 Y
and the expression for the annualized price of coal reduces to the fixed
capacity form:
S	
_ S_
PC	 VR(i -aR ) ( l - af') VC
A--1
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APPENDIX B
INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION
The procedure for calculating interest during construction is presented
in this appendix. Compound interest -.an be a significant amount in the total
cost of a mining operation due to expenditures on capital items prior to the
year of capacity production. Typical reasons for these early payments are
progress payments on equipment, lead time for plant construction, and
extended deliveries of support equipment. To determine the interest during
construction for these capital expenditures, three inputs are needed: the
amount of the outlays, their timing, and the discount rate.
For simplicity, interest during construction is modeled as a multiplier,
XEO, which is applied to historical aggregate investment outlays. Assuming
aA = a  = 0 from Eq. (15b),
KEO = (I+  k FO ) KEO	 (B-1)
The data required for computing interest during construction are usually pre-
sented in the form of a yearly schedule of investment outlays. Thus, the first
step in computing XEO is to convert this schedule of dollar outlays into frac-
tional amounts. Define f  as the fraction of initial aggregate capital expendi-
ture which occurs in year i of the n-year pre-capacity period, such that
year i expenditure
f 1	 KFO
where
0
f i
 = 1
i=-n
Since the dollar amount spent in year i is f i x KEO , the present value of
initial capital expenditure becomes
w
B-1
0	 fiKEO 
= KEO
	 +r)
—^- i 	(B-2)f^  (l i=-n
Combining Eq. (B-1) and (B-2) yields
f,
1 + A EO) KEO = KEO	 t 11 +i=-n
Solving for the interest fraction, one obtains the required result:
0	 f.
EO	 Ta (I +- 
i	 (B-3)
i=-n
Note that Eq. (B-3) is a general description of interest during constructior
which can be used with any expenditure schedule and discount rate. To
illustrate this process consider the schedule of expenditures portrayed in
Exhibit B-1.
W	 1.00O
0 4	 0.80HewH
a^H 0.60
WUQ
E4.4  
z
H^a 
0.40
w
o.20
U	 0.0
-5	 -4	 -3	 -2	 -1	 U
Exhibit B-1.
YEAR
B-2
The implied expenditure in year i is the cumulative fraction for year i minus
the value for year i-1, times KEO' The hypothetical schedule of Exhibit B-1
implies the following series of values for fi:
f(-4, 	3,	 2,	 1, 0)	 (0. 15, 0. 15, 0. 15, 0. 15, 0. 40)
Once a compound interest rate is specified, XEO is easily computed from
Eq. (B-3). Thus, for an interest rate of 15%,
0.15	 0.15	 0.15	 0.15	 0.407^
2	
1.15
EO	
- 	
1+	
T
	
(1.15) -4 	{1.15)-3
  -	
5)
X EO 7- o. z6.
B-3

1. All equipment, materials, and labor are updated to the third quarter
of 1977.
2. Ten continuous miner sections working 3 shifts per day, 220 days per
year will produce 1.98 million tons per year, assuming each section
averages 300 tons per shift. Two spare mining units are included in
the estimate.
3. Three 800-foot shafts are included in the estimate, one for ventilation,
one for service, and one for coal removal using a skip hoist. Four
800-foot air shafts are added over the life of the mine.
4. The coal preparation plant is designed for a feed of 650 tons per hour
of run-of-mine coal. The 3/8-inch+ is sent to the heavy media and
318 X 0 is sent to the deister tables. Tonnage loss through the
preparation plant is assumed to be 20%.
S.	 A three-year period for construction and initial development is assumed,
with the mine reaching full capacity at the end of the third year. Raw
coal produced during development is presumed salable at $15/ton.
6.	 Mineral rights are acquired via an option-lease arrangement, with the
initial option costing $50/acre and a royalty of 5% of sales paid to the
land owner.
i.	 A mine life of 20 years is assumed, with the operator requiring a
157o return on total invested capital. This figure of 15 1/o is used to
compute interest during construction as well.
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Table C-1. Capital Investment Summary, 1.98 MM tons/yr Mine.
A. NO PREPARATION:
Item	 Quantity I Total Cost
Continuous miner
Loading machine
Shuttle car
Roof bolter
Ratio feeder
Auxiliary fan
Mantrip jeep
Mechanic jeep
Personnel jeep
Trickle rock duster
Triple duty rock duster
Supply motor
Supply car
42-inch rope-type mainline belt conveyor
36-inch rope-type belt conveyor
Mainline belt power center (300 kV-A)
Section belt power center (150 kV-A)
Section power center (1, 000 kV-A)
Section rectifier (200 kW)
Section switch house
Sectionalizing switch house
HV cable (300 MCM AL)
PLM coupler
Section cable and coupler
Rectifier for track haulage
Trolley wire
Track (60-1b)
Fresh water line
Pumps and lines
Telephone (page phones)
Conveyor fire protection
Automatic controls and alarms
Scoop tractor
Battery charger
All service mask
Breathing apparatus
Self rescuer
Stretcher set
Safety light
Methanometer
Fire chemical car
Lamp (including accessories)
Dust sampler
12
12
24
14
12
14
9
4
6
14
12
5
50
9, 000 ft
26, 560 ft
5
7
12
12
12
10
13, 100 ft
17
2
31, 300 ft
31, 300 ft
31, 300 ft
12
12
36
24
450
12
200
200
8
450
35
$ 4,248,000
1,308,000
2,712,000
1,134,000
828,000
84,000
243,000
84,000
114,000
91,000
708,000
240,000
250,000
1,090,000
2,776,000
240,000
133,000
528,000
48,000
168,000
140,000
199,000
24,000
142,000
76,000
149,000
476,000
178,000
57,000
22,000
43,000
101,000
570,000
48,000
7,000
29,000
27,000
3,000
13,000
117,000
48,000
36,000
21,000
C-2
A. NO PREPARATION (contd)
E
Item
Site preparation
Ventilation fan, dual (initial)
Bulk rock dust facility
Substation and distribution
Bathhouse, office, and lamp house
" Shop and warehouse
Powder and cap house
Front-end load
Forklift
Bulldozer
Utility truck
K truck
Oil storage
Water tank
Supply yard
Mine drainage treatment plant
Exploration
Landscaping (around physical plant)
Road and parking lot (assume 1/2-mile road
and parking lot)
Total direct
Field indirect
F Total construction
Engineering
Overhead and Administration
Contingency
Fee
Hoists and shafts (initial)
Interest on construction load
Gross estimate
C. tion-lease on land at $50 per acre
Quantity
Table C-1. Capital Investment Summary, 1.98 MM tons/yr Mine. (contd)
Total Cost
$	 55,000
174,000
38,000
12 3, 000
529,000
354,000
11,000
98,000
38,000
153,000
8,000
6,000
27,000
27,000
27,000
57,000
164,000
16,000
82.000
21, 540, 000
431,000
21, 971, 000
439,000
1, 120,000
23, 530, 000
3,530,000
27, 060, 000
541 000
27, 601, 000
8,200,000
1,790,000
37, 591, 000
321,600
Net Estimate, No Preparation	 $37,912,600
This is an estimate of the interest pa J on a construction loan. However,
this itein is excluded from the initial investment outlays in the cash flow
summary of Table C-9 because it is a part of "interest during construc-
tion," a quantity which is computed automatically in the discounting of
investment expenditures prior to year 1.
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Table C-1. Capital Investment Summary, 1.98 MM tons/yr Mine. (contd)
B. WITH PREPARATION:
Item	 Quantity I	 Total Cost
Net estimate, no preparation	 $37,91Z,600
Plus preparation plant 	 9,733,000
Net Estimate, With Preparation 	 $47,645,600
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Table C-2. Manning, 1. 98 MM tons/yr Mine.
A. NO PREPARATION:
Personnel
	
Wages 1	 Cost
	
Total I Per Day	 Per Year
Underground:
Continuous miner operator
Loading machine operator
Machine operator helper
Shuttle car operator
Roof bolter
Bratticeman
Utility man
Mechanic (section)
Supply motorman
Beltman
Trackman
Wireman
Mason (precision)
Pumper
Utility crew
Roving mechanic
Fireboss (union)
Outside:
Hoistman
Lampman
Front-end loader operator
Shop mechanic
Manpower allowance for sickness and
accidents, personnel required for health
and safety, and absenteeism (201c of
underground and outside labor)
Total hourly personnel
Salary:
Superintendent
General mine foreman
Assistant mine foreman
Section foreman
Maintenance superintendent
General shop foreman
Mine maintenance foreman
Chief mine engineer
Draftsman
	
30
	 $63.08	 426,536
	
30
	
59.84	 405,152
	
30
	
59.84	 405, 152
	
60	 56.90
	
771,496
	
60
	
63.08
	 853,072
	
30
	 54.54	 370,172
	
30	 56.90
	 385,748
	
30
	 63.08
	
426.536
	
300	 4,043,864
	
6
	
55.12
	
74,800
	
18	 54.54
	 222, 103
	
9
	 54.54	 111,052
	
9
	 54.54
	
111, 052.
	
12
	 56.90	 154,299
	
3
	 54.54
	 37,017
	
18
	
56.90
	 Z31,449
	
9
	
63.08	 127,961
	
3
	
63.08	 42.654
	
87	 1, 112, 387
	
3	 55.41	 37,591
	
3	 52.78	 35,856
	
3	 55.41	 37,591
	
9
	 57. 18	 116,279
	
18
	
227, 317
1P076,732
405	 6,460,300
	
1	 33,000
	
1
	
22,000
	
3	 52,800
	
30	 539,000
	
1	 24, 000
	
1	 16,700
	
3
	
49,500
	
1	 24,800
	
1	 10,100
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Table C-2. Manning, 1.98 tons/yr Mine. (contd)
A. NO PREPARATION: (contd)
Personnel Total
Waged
Per Day
Cost
Per Year
Salary: (contd)
Survey crew 3 $	 32,700
Safety director 1 21,800
Safety inspector 3 48,000
Dust sampler 3 34,800
Office manager 1 17,400
Timekeeper and bookkeeper 1 12,100
Purchasing supervisor 1 17,400
Warehouseman 4 43,600
Total salaried personnel 59 999,700
Personnel Totals, No Preparation	 464	 $7,460,000
1 Figures in this column are for the day shift. Shift differentials for other
shifts are reflected in the cost per year.
B. WITH PREPARATION
Wages Cost
Personnel Total Per Day Per Year
Total hourly personnel, no preparation 405 $6,460,300
Plus preparation plant hourly 19 237,100
Plus allowance for sickness, accidents
absenteeism, etc. 47,400
6,744,800Total hourly personnel 424
Total salaried personnel, no
preparation
Plus preparation plant salaried 6
999,700
89,000
65Total salaried personnel 1,088,700
Personnel Totals, With Preparation	 489	 $7,833,500
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Table C-3. Depreciation Schedule, 1, 98-MM tons jyr Mine.
A. NO PREPARATION
Item
Straight-Line
Depreciation,
Years
Yearly Charge,
Dollars 
Road and parking lot 20 $	 4,100
-	 Landscaping 20 800
Exploration 20 8,200
Mine drainage treatment plant 10 5,700
Supply yard 10 2,700
Water tank 10 2,700
Oil storage 10 2,700
Pickup truck 5 1,100
Utility truck 5 1,400
Bulldozer 10 15,300
Forklift 10 3,800
Front-end loader 10 8,700
Powder and cap house 10 1,100
Shop and warehouse 20 17,700
Bathhouse, office, and lamp house 20 26,500
Substation 20 6,200
Bulk rock dust facility 10 3,800
Ventilation fan 20 8,700
Site preparation 20 2,800
Coal mine safety equipment 5 89,000
Underground equipment 10 1,910,800
Interim equipment replacement 20 500,000
2,623,800Subtotal
Hoist and shafts 684,800
Depreciation for field indirect,
engineering, overhead and admin-
istration, contingency, fee, and
interest during development
	
20	 392,600
Total, No Preparation	 $3,701,200
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Table C-3. Depreciation Schedule, 1. 98-MM tonslyr Mine. (contd)
B. WITH PREPARATION
Straight-Line
Depreciation,
Item	 Years
Total, no preparation
Plus preparation plant, buildings and
equipment
	
20
Total, With Preparation
Yearly Charge,
Dollars
$3,701,200
486,700
$4, 187,900
Table C-4. Power and Water Cost, 1.98 MM tons/yr Mine
A. NO PREPARATION
Number
of Units Operation
Hp per
Unit
Hp,
Total
Load
Hr per
Day, Full
Load
kW
Total
Load
Total kWh
Requirement
10 Continuous miner 600.0 6,000 15 4,476 67,140
10 Loading machine 160.0 1,600 15 1,194 17,910
20 Shuttle car 135.0 2,700 15 2,014 30,210
10 Roof bolter 50.0 500 18 373 6,714
10 Ratio feeder 125.0 1,250 15 933 13,995
10 Auxiliary fan 30.0 300 18 224 4,032
10 Mantrip jeep 15.0 150 6 112 672
4 Mechanic jeep 15.0 60 15 45 675
6 Personnel jeep 7.5 45 15 34 510
10 Rock duster 30.0 300 12 224 2,688
5 Supply motor 80.0 400 12 298 3,576
3 42-inch conveyor 125.0 375 15 280 4,200
2 36-inch conveyor 100.0 200 15 149 2,235
7 36-inch conveyor 50.0 350 15 461 3,915
1 Ventilation fan 500 24 373 8,952
Hoist 1,500 15 1, 119. 16,785
Extra for pumps,
tools,	 lights, etc. 500 10 373 3,730
Total, No Preparation	 187, 939 kWh
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_Table C-4. Power and Water Cost, 1.98 MM tons jyr Mine (contd)
B. WITH PREPARATION
Hp,. Hr per kW
Number Hp per Total Day, Full Total Total kWh
of Units Operation Unit Load Load Load Requirement
Total, no
preparation 187,939
Plusreparationpla t 1,210 14 902 12,628
Total, With Preparation	 200, 567 kWh
Note:
Power: $0. 03 X 187, 939 X 220
_ $1,240,400, without preparation
$0.03 X 200, 567 X 220
= 1, 323, 700, with preparation.
Water: 3, 000 fial per unit per shift at $0. 15 per 1000 gallons
= 3, 000 X 30 X 220 X 0. 15 + 1, 000
$3, 000.
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Table C-5. Estimated Annual Production Cost, 1.98 MM tonslyr Mine.
A. NO PREPARATION
Annual Cost
Direct cost:
Production:
Labor $ 4,712,800
Supervision 899,500
5, 61Z, 300
Maintenance:
Labor 670,800
Supervision 100, 200
771, 000
Manpower allowance 1,076.700
Operating supplies:
Mining machine parts 1,740,000
Lubrication and hydraulic oil 690,400
Roof bolts and timber 856, 200
Rock dust 358,900
Ventilation 524,700
Bits 331,400
Cables 165,700
Miscellaneous 414,300
5,081,600
Power 1,240,400
'Nate r 3,000
Payroll overh1ad (4076 of payroll) 2,984,000
Union welfare 2,721,300
Indirect cost:
1576 of labor, supervision, and supplies 1, 881, 200
Fixed cost:
Taxes and insurance, A of mine cost2 1,074,000
Depreciation 3,701,200
4,775,200
Tota,, No Preparation 	 $26,146,700
( Effective Dec. 6, 1976, under the Bituminous Wage Agreement of 1974.
This is equivalent to a local tax rate of 1. 97o applied t^ annual sales of
$34, 180, 000, plus an annual premium rate of 1% applied to an insurance
base of $41, 330, 000.
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Table C-5. Estimated Annual Production Cost, 1.98 MM tons/yr Mine. (contd)
B. WITH PREPARATION
Annual Cost
Direct cast:
Production:
Labor $ 4,879,900
Supervision 976,300
5,856,200
Maintenance:
Labor 740,800
Supervision 112,400
853,200
Manpower allowance 1,124,100
Operating supplies:
Minitzg machine parts 1,740,000  
Lubrication and hydraulic oil 690,400
Roof bolts and timber 856,200
Rock dust 358,900
Ventilation 524,-,00
Bits 331,400
Cables 16r., 700
Miscellaneous 414,300
Preparation plant 529,50 0
-5,	 11,100
Power 1#323,700 
Water 3,000
Payroll overh1ad (4016 of payroll) 3,133,400
Union welfare 2,448, 100
Indirect cost:	 157c of labor, supervision,
and supplies 2,016,700
Fixed cost:
Taxes and insurance, 30/a of mine cost2	1,366,000
Depreciation	 4,187,900
Total, With Preparation	 $27,923,400
l Effective Dec. 6, 1976, under the Bituminous Wage Agreement of 1974.
This is equivalent to a local tax rate of 2.2'10 applied to annual sales of
$3F, 282, 400, plus an annual premium rate of 1 016 applied to an insurance
bane of $51,483, 000.
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Table C-6. Operating Cost During 12-month Build-Up to
Capacity Production, 1.98 MM tons/yr Mine.1
A. NO PREPARATION:
Ite m
Total labor and supervision
Operating supplies
Power
Payroll overhead
Union welfare
Indirect cost
Fixed cost, no preparation
Total first year operating cost
Less credit for coal sold @$15/ton
Amount
$ 7,491,600
2,370,500
437,200
2,996,600
2, 121, 300
1,479,300
4,775,200
21, 671, 700
22,8;6,500
Net Development Revenue, No Preparation $ 1,204, 800
1 First year operating cost covers the period of time required
(one calendar year) to place all units in operation within the
projected mininb plan after initial shafts have been com-
pleted. During this period, 1, 525, 100 tons of raw coal are
produced.
B. WITH PREPARATION:
For the mine producing washed coal, it is assumed that the preparation
plant is not in operation until the end of this 12-month build-up to capacity
production. During this period the coal produced is sold as run-af-mine for
,%hatever price it will bring, assumed to be $15/ton. Thus, "net revenue
during development with preparation," is presumed to be the same as for the
case of no preparation — $1, 204, 800.
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Table C -7. Insurance Base, 1.98 MM tons/yr Mine.
A. NO PREPARATION:
Net estimate for capital investment 	 $37,91Z,600
Less:
Option on land	 $ 321,600
Interest during development	 1,790,000
2,111,600
35, 801, 000
Plus:
Working Capital	 5, 529, 000
Insurance Base, No Preparation	 $41,330,000
B. WITH PREPARATION:
Net estimate for capital investment
(No Preparation)
	
$37,912,600
Less:
Option on land	 $ 321,600
Interest during development	 1,790,000
2,111,600
35, 801, 000
Plus:
Working Capital
	
5,949,000
Preparation Plant	 9,733,000
15,682,000
Insurance Base, With Preparation 	 $51,483,000
Table C-8. Working Capital, 1.98 MM tons/yr Mine.
A. NO PREPARATION
Direct labor	 3 months	 $1,865,000
Operating supplies	 do	 1,270,400
Payroll overhead	 do	 746,000
Indirect cost
	 4 months	 627,100
Fix,A cost	 0. 5 percent of insurance base
	 179,000
Spare parts
	 757,300
Miscellaneous	 84, 200
Total Working Capital, No Preparation
	
$5,529,000
B. WITH PREPARATION
Direct labor	 3 months $1,958,400
Operating supplies
	 do 1,402,800
Payroll overhead
	 do 783,400
Indirect cost
	 4 months 672, 200
Fixed cost
	 0. 5 percent of insurance base 227, 700
Spare parts 814,000
Miscellaneous 90,500
Total A orking Capital, With Preparation $5,949,000
C-15
Year
-2
-1
0
Table C-9. Initial Investment Summary, 1. 98 MM tons/yr Mine.
A. NO PREPARATION
Net estimate	 $37,912,600
Plus working capital
	 5,529,000
43, 441, 600
Less interest during development
	
1,790,000
Total Initial Investment, No Preparation
	
$41,651,600
Allocation by year:
Year	 Multiplier
	
-2	 1/6
	
-1	 1/2
	
0	 1/3
Amount
$ 6,941,900
20, 825, 800
13, 883, 900
Total $41,651,600
B. WITH PREPARATION
Net estimate
Plus working capital
Less interest during development
Total Initial Investment, With Preparation
Allocation by year:
$47,645,600
5,949,000
53,594,600
1,790,000
$51,804,600
Multiplier	 Amount
1/6	 $ 8,634,100
1/2	 25, 902, 300
1/3
	 17,268,200
Total $51,804,600
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Table C - 10. Cash Flow Summary, 1.98 MM tons /yr Mine
(Costs are shown in thousands of dollars. )
A.	 NO PREPARATION
Capital Other Present Value Present Value of
Year Investment Expenditures Factor @ 15 % Capital Items @ 15%
-	 2 6,942 1.3225 9,181
-	 1 20,826 1.1500 23,950
0 13,884 (1,205)1 1.0000 12, 6 i9
1 500 27,923 0.8696 435
2 500 0.7561 378
3 500 0.6575 329
4 1,874 0.__ 1,071
5 959 0.' 477
6 500 0.4323 216
7 500 0.3759 188
8 1,874 0.3269 61^,
9 500 0.2843 142
10 20,543 0.2472 5,078
11 500 0.2149 107
12 1,874 0.1869 350
13 500 0.1625 81
14 500 0.1413 71
15 959 0.1229 118
16 1,874 0.1069 200
17 500 0,0929 46
18 500 0,0808 40
19 500 27, 923 0.0703 35
20 500 20,6182 0.0611 (307)
55,478
1 Revenue during first year of -peration.
2 Includes the effect of all cash inflows in the last year of operation; equip-
ment is assumed to have zero salvage value; working capital is presumed
convertible into cash at its historical cost; no reclamation or other
decommissioning costs are considered.
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Table C-10. Cash Flow Summary, 1.98 MM tons Jyr Mine. (contd)
(Costs are shown in thousands of dollars. )
B. WITH PREPARATION
Capital Other Present Value Present Value of
Year Investment Expenditures Factor @ 1516 Capital Items @ 1516
- 2 8,634 1.3225 11,418
-	 1 25,903 1.1500 29,788
0 17,268 (1,205)1 1.0000 16,063
1 500 28,278 0.P696 435
2 500 0.7561 378
3 500 0.6575 329
4 1,874 0.5718 1,071
5 959 0.4972 477
6 500 0.4323 216
7 500 0.3759 186
8 1,874 0.3269 613
9 500 0.2843 142
10 20, 543 0.2472 5,328
11 500 0.2149 107
12 1,874 0.1869 350
13 500 0.1625 81
14 500 0.1413 71
15 959 0.1229 118
16 1,874 0.1069 200
17 500 0.0929 46
18 500 0.0808 40
19 500 28,278 0.0703 35
20 500 22,329 0.0611 333
67,161
1 Revenue during first year of operation.
2 Includes the effect of all cash inflows in the last year of operation; equip-
ment is assumed to have zero salvage value; working capital is presumed
convertible into cash at its historical cost; no reclamation or other
decommissioning costs are considered.
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INPUT DATA FOR LIFE CYCLE COST CALCULATION
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INPUT DATA FOR LIFE CYCLE COST CALCULATION
Appendix C contains data on manning, equipment, and cost for a
representative shaft mine using continuous mining equipment. Appendix D
recasts these data, when appropriate, into the format required by the life
cycle model. Thus, these calculations provide illustrative operational
definitirins of all the key variables which appear in the model. The organi-
zation of Appendix D follows very closely the sequence of topics covered
during the development of the model, with the first portion of the appendix
treating capital items, and the second portion, annual operating expense.
Capital Items:
Historical value of initial investment: KEO/i
r (1 - a A ) ( 1 -a U)l
(Gross Estimate) - (Interest during Construction)
+ (Working Capital)
Upon selecting the required values from Tables C-1 and C-8, one obtains the
following:
KEO /p -a A ) ( 1 -a U] =
= 37, 591, 000 - 1, 790, 000 + 5, 529, 000 = 41, 330, 000 (No Prep)
47, 324, 000 - 1, 790, 000 + 5, 949, 000 = 51, 483, 000 (With Prep)
Present value of initial investment: KEO
(1+XEO ) KEO/L (1 -a A ) 0 - aU]
Thus, the first step is to compute XEO, the factor which produces interest
during construction (in the present value sense) when applied to KEO.
According to Appendix B,
0
^E	 -- ^	 fiJ(l+r)i^ - 1O A
i= -m
D-1
where
fi:	 fraction of the initial expenditures occurring in the i th year
prior to capacity production
r:	 specified rate of return.
The required cash flow data are found in Table C-10.
_	 1 
—
6,941,900
	 20, 825 1800	 12, 679, 100
CEO	 40,446, 800	 (1.15) 2	 +	 1.15	 +	 1	 1
00. 1^3 (No Prep)
1	 f 8, 634, 100	 25, 902, 300	 16, 063, 400
50, 599, 800 1
	 (1.15)7- 	 +	 1.15	 +	 1	 - 1
0lj
 3183 (With Prep)
This permits the immediate calculation of KEO:
KEO = (1+XEO ) KEO/[(1 -aA) (1 -aU]
= 1. 13183 (41, 330, 000) = 46, 826, 900 (No Prep)
= 1. 13183 (51, 483, 000) = 58, Z78,800 (With Prep).
Capital Productivity: P 
VR I(KEO + KEF.)
Since the raw coal tonnage, VR , and the present value of initial investment
KEO are known :
 it remains to compute KEF„ the present value of deferred
investment. The revelant figures are obtained by applying the present value
factor to the deferred capital expenditures for each year from 1 through 20
of Table C-10, then summing. Note that the flow during year 20 includes the
effect of liquidating working capital at its historical value. Mining equipment
is presumed to have zero salvage value. Thus,
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KEF = (10,006,000) - 5,529, OOO/(l. 15)20 ;: 9,668,200 (No Prep) 
= (10,256,000) - 5,949,000/(1.15)20 ;: 9,892,500 (With Prep) 
And subsequently, 
PE ;: VR ! (KEO + KEF) 
= 1,980,000/(46,826,900+9,668,200) ;: 0.03505 (No Prep) 
;: 1, 980, 000!(58,l78,800+9,892,5f)0) ;: 0.02904 (With Prep) 
For purposes of price sensitivity studies, deferred investment is assumed 
to be a fixed fraction of initial investment, with each figure being interpreted 
in its present value sense. In particular 
KEF;; ~EIKEO/[{I -°A){I -Ou)]l 
or 
f3E :: KEF [(1 ~ a A)(1 - a u)]/ KEO 
;: 9,668,200/41,330,000 = 0.23393 (No Prep) 
;: 9,892,500/51,483,000 = 0.19215 (With Prep) 
Present value of mineral rights: KA 
an expression involving mine annual capability. VR, mine life, T, seam 
density, vs ' planned recovery £doctor, 11. and the specified discount rate, r. 
Although mineral rights are typically acquired before significant expenditures 
')n equipment or construction (i. e .• prior to year -2) for simplicity this cash 
flow is Lumped together with the other year -2 flows. Thus, n is set equal 
to 2, and one obtains 
D-3 
KA = 50 1 1 8 8 00 0 (20) (1.1 5)2 = 42	 (Both Cases)
A
_	 Note that the above expression for KA applies to all initial expenditures on
mineral rights, whether acquired via outright purchase or option-lease.
A
Present value of net development expenditure: KD
w
K  is computed by adjusting the present value of development expendi-
tures for the present value of coal sold during the build-up to capacity produc-
tion. Assuming that initial development occurs during the 12-month period of
Ayear zero, one is able to compute K  from the information in Table C-6:
KD = [21,671, 700 - 15(l, 525, 100)] (1.15) 0
 = -1,204, 800 (Both Cases).
APresent value of aggregate capital investment: E 
A	 A	 A	 AKED + KE F, + KA + KD
Using the results of the calculations above, one obtains
AE  = 46, 826, 900 + 9, 668, 200 + 425, 400 - 1, 204, 800 = 55, 715, 700
(No Prep)
= 58, 278, 800 + 9, 892, 500 + 425, 400 - 1, 204, 800 = 67, 391, 900
(With Prep)
Working capital as a fraction of it,itial in—restrment: we
- Wc (1 - aA ) (1 
-a U )/ KEO
Again, this is a quantity whose principal use is in sensitivity analysis. Data
from Table C-8 combine with the above results for initial investment to yield,
w e = 5, 529, 000/41, 330, 000 = 0. 13378 (No Prep)
5, 949, 000/51, 483, 000 = 0. 11555 (With Prep)
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Annual Operating Expense and Rei"ted Variables:
This section begins by grouping operating expense into two
components — depreciation, and all other expense — and then computes
values for quantities used in the sensitivity analysis.
Depreciation fraction: (3D
D/1' KEO (I -wd/ [(l - *A) (1 - &11)]  + KD
Combining the values for depreciation from Table C-3 with previous res;'lts
for initial capital investment, working capital (which is not depreciable) and
net development expenditures, one obtains
PD = 3,701,200/(41,330,000(1-0.1338) - 1, 204, 800} = 0, 10692
No Prep)
4,187, 900/451,483,000(1-0.1156) - 1,204,800 = 0. 09448
(With Prep)
Operating expense less depreciation: Cp
(Labor Related) + (Supplies Related) + (Power and Water)
+ (Union Welfare) + (Insurance and Other Fixed Costs)
= aLCL + a S C S + C U + C  + CINS
Data for all components except union welfare are readily assembled from
previous calculations or coating rules of thumb:
Quantity No Prep With Prep Source/Comments
a 
1.55 1.55 See P. 26 of text
C L 7, 4bf , 000 7, 833, 500 Table C-2
a 
1. 15 1. 15 See p. 2b of text
CS 5, 081, i)OC 5,611. 100 Table C-5
C U 1,.43,400 1,326, 7010 Table C-5
CINS 413, 300 514,830 15 of insurance bane: Table C-7
=
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Union welfare expense requires a separate calculatio^. Equation (25) of the
text is easily recast into the following form:
C  = CWT VR (1 -aR) (1 &P) + cWHMHhS (days of operation)
Using the December 1976 values for c WT and c WH (p. 28), the houruy worker
count from Table C-2, and a 20 percent washing loss, one obtains
C 	 = 0.82 (1, 980, 000) (1) + 1.54 (405) (8) (220) 	 = = 2, 721,_300(No Prep)
0.82 (1, 980, 000) (0.8) + 1.54 (424) (8) (220) -= 2, 448, 100
(With Prep)
assuming three 8-hour shifts and 220 days of operation per year. Now it is
a simple matter to compute Cpt
Cp = 1.55(-f,460,000)+ 1.15(5,081,600)+ 0.628 (1, 980, 000)
+ 2, 721, 312 + 413, 300
21, 784, 840 (No Prep)
= 1.55(7,833,500)+ 1.15 (5, 611, 100) + 0.670 (1, 980, 000)
+ 2,448,089 + 514,800
= 22, 884, 290 (With Prep)
The remainder of this appendix is devoted to the calculation of
quantities used in sensitivity analysis.
Ave rage wage 
j
per shift: wT
C L j [MT
 (days of operation)
!8	 D-6
Assuming 220 days nf operation, and using the labor counts and labor cost
totals from Table C-2, one obtains
w,,, = 7, 460, 000/464 (220) = 73, 08 (No Prep)
4.
=
 
7,833,500/489(Z20) = 72. 82 (With Prep)
Unit cost of operating supplies: c 
CS / v 
5, 081, 600/1, 980, 000 = 2.57 (No Prep)
= 5, 611, 100/1, 980, 000 = 2.83 (With Prep)
Unit cost of power and water: c 
(power + water) / V 
Referring to Table C-5, one computes
c  = (1, 240,400 + 3, 000) / 1, 980, 000 = 0 628 (No Prep)
= (1, 323, 700 + 3, 000) / 1, 980, 000 = 0. 670 (With Prep)
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